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Open Access 
Open Access is high on the agenda in Denmark and internationally. Denmark has announced a national 
strategy for Open Access that aims to achieve Open Access to 80% in 2017 and 100% in 2022 to peer review 
research articles. All public Danish funders as well as H2020 requires that all peer review articles that is an 
outcome of their funding will be Open Access.  
Uploading your full texts  (your final author manuscript after review ) to DTU Orbit is a fundamental part of 
providing Open Access to your research. 
We are here to answer all your questions with regards to Open Access and related topics such as copyright, 
DTU Orbit, Open Access journals, APCs, Vouchers, FP7 Post-Grant Open Access publishing funds,  etc.  
Meet us near the Fundraiser Lounge.  
ORCID 
ORCID – Open Research & Contributor ID – is an internationally recognized and widely used researcher-ID. 
ORCID makes it easy to reuse your data across disciplines, publishers and databases – all you need to do is 
to refer to your ORCID instead of entering your data again. But most importantly is maybe that ORCID 
ensures, that you will get cited correctly – no matter if your name is spelled with special characters or if you 
change your name for one reason or another. Increasingly publishers and funders are asking you to submit 
your ORCID when you submit articles or apply for funding. DTU is a member of the international ORCID 
organization and you can register your ORCID through DTUBasen. We are here to help you answer all 
questions related to ORCID. Visit our poster and get your ORCID and learn about 
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